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A new book about Katharine Hepburn that goes where none of its predecessors have been able to
go -- beyond the silver screen and into the daily life of the glamorous and mysterious film icon.
Eileen Considine-Meara takesВ readers into Kate'sВ townhouse on 49th Street in New York and
introducesВ the many characters -- friends, neighbors, and fans -- who were welcomed and
entertained in it, from Lauren Bacall to Michael Jackson to Stephen Sondheim. We learn that Kate
was demanding and at timesВ controlling -- but we also learn of her wonderful intelligence, sense
of humor, and her abiding character, generosity, and sense of loyalty to those she loved. She loved
to work hard in her garden, she loved to swim at the beach off her estate in Connecticut, and most
of all, she loved to read in front of a roaring fire, even in the sweltering summer. This book
includes rare photographs, self-portraits drawn by Hepburn, and personal memorabilia that Kate
bequeathedВ toВ Eileen's mother, Norah Considine, as well as a delightful assortment
ofВ tastyВ and slightly eccentricВ recipes that Kate, an expert hostess,В enjoyed and asked that
Norah serveВ atВ her frequent cocktail and dinner parties.В At Home with Kate is a complete
delight.
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Katharine Hepburn , Jessica Hodge, 1992, Motion picture actors and actresses, 80 pages. Reviews
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during the French Revolution, must make her way through the rough-and-tumble world of the
London variety stage during the Napoleonic Wars..

At home with Jesus devotions for children, Joslyn Wiechmann Moldstad, Dec 1, 1992, Juvenile
Nonfiction, 203 pages. .

At Home With Sex , Dottie Dumuch, Jun 5, 2013, , . .

At Home With Friends Spontaneous Celebrations for Any Occasion, Michele Adams, Gia Russo, Apr
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Authors Michele Adams and Gia Russo know theres nothing better than good food shared with
good friends in the.
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household 2006 Maigret and the Saturday caller , Georges Simenon, 1964, , 128 pages Lizzie is
upset that she did not receive a party invitation until she meets Amanda who also was not invited
to the party, and they have a fine afternoon playing together.



Teaching in Nursing A Guide for Faculty, Diane McGovern Billings, Judith A. Halstead, 2005,
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Turning Pro , Kevin Vieldhouse, 2006, Fiction, 212 pages. Two boxers--a white suburban college
kid and a black inner-city fighter--strive for a common goal: winning the National Golden Gloves
championship before signing a lucrativeEdgewise , Graham Masterton, Aug 2, 2011, Fiction, 334
pages. Lily BlakeвЂ™s first mistake is getting involved with dangerous forces she doesnвЂ™t
understand. But she is desperate. Her children have been taken. The police are no help. And
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Technology & Engineering, 370 pages Eileen Considine-Meara The RaupЕЌ Dictionary of Modern
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2001, Travel, 358 pages. Aimed at travelers to the Greek Islands who are interested in the
antiquities of the medieval and Byzantine periods. With maps, plans, and illustrations, the personal
tours ofInspector Cadaver , Georges Simenon, 2007, Fiction, 199 pages. While investigating a
crime in provincial France, the inimitable Inspector Maigret encounters a rival detective from his
own past. Original The Road Home , Susan Crandall, Sep 3, 2007, Fiction, 416 pages. A fresh new
voice in women's fiction delivers this poignant story of a mother struggling to make a future for
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